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PREFACE - By the Vice-President of SEFI
Mathematics is not only the queen but also the handmaiden of the sciences. In engineering the assistance of this servant is indispensable, no technicai discipline can afford
to ignore her. In a sense this has always been true, but it is becoming ever more so
as the complexity of engineering tasks grows and abstract information processes start
playing essential parts in technoiogy. Edward E David, President of Exxon Research
& Development, stated in a report to the National Science Foundation of the USA:
'Too few people recognise that the high technology so celebrated today is essentially a
mathematical technology'. Everywhere in the world mathematicians devote much time
and energy to educating engineering students in the time-proven insights, and modern
methods, of mathematics.
The Soci6t6 Europdenne pour la Formation des Ingenieurs, SEFI, has brought together many of the leading teachers of mathematics to engineers in an active working
group. This SEFI working group on Mathematics has now produced a report: 'A Core
Curriculum in Mathematics for the European Engineer'. This Core Curriculum, the
fruit of hard work of many experts, reflects the considered opinion of leaders in the field
of mathematical education for engineering. So, although this curriculum cannot legally
be enforced, every professor and every school is completely safe in following it. There
has been such a report in the past: 'Mathematical Education of Engineers', published
by the OECD in 1965, but the rapid changes since that time, notably in computing
power, require a new version.
In the present SEFI document the report is preceded by the address with which it
*u, pr"""rted by former SEFI President, Professor P E Nüesch of the Swiss Federal
Institute of Technology, Laustrrrne. This address highlights the historical background
and educational environment of mathematics for engineers, thus underlining the great
importance of the Core Curriculum report.
Professor S T M Ackermans
Professor of Mathematics
University of TechnoiogY
Eindhoven
Netherlands

A WELCOME ADDRESS - from the Engineering
Comrnunity
It has been maintained that the first half of our century has been scientifically dominated
by the great developments of physics, but it is my firm belief that the second half is going
to be considered

the development of computing machines. From the 1500
electronic tubes of Colossus during the Second World War to today's PCs, computer
networks, and bit parallel machines, the role of computers has steadily increased. They
are now involved in every aspect of science and engineering. Problems once too complex,
even to be approached, are now routinely solv-ed.
If one were to ask in the streets of any European city as to why this has happened,
most people would point to the outstanding achievements of micro-electronics, or, as
Ratph Gomory once said, to the fact that (a small bit is just as good as a large bit!'.
This is however only one side of the coin, the other is entirely mathematical. Computers solve problems using algorithms, either numerical ones, like those common in the
classical branches of civil or mechanical engineering, or non-numerical ones, like those
of management science and operations research. Not only is this true, but the development of computers themselves rests upon very deep mathematical roots. It was in
order to solve Hilbert's Entscheidungsproblem that Alan Turing conceived his abstract
machine which would have become the most widely used general model of computation.
In addition the applicability of even the most theoretical aspects of mathematics is ever
increasing, helped'by the channel of informatics. For s)rarnple, consider the relevance
of that most 'pure' of all branches of mathematics, the Theory of Numbers, in modern
cryptoiogy.
As a consequence the mathematical Core Curriculum, of students in engineering,
needs continuous updating and the efforts of the SEFI Working Group in Mathematics
cannot be welcomed enough. These efforts have produced a remarkably well thought
out and balanced list of topics, fundamental and optional, which is going to constitute
a reference for engineering schools all over Europe. I consider this function an essential
one. The resistance of conservative acadett ic environments to the necessary periodic
updating of the mathematical core of curricula is well known. It has often constituted
a real problem in European engineering faculties. This Core Curriculum proposed by
SEFI, with its qualified presence of extended parts in Discrete Mathematics, and in
Probability and Statistics, comes as a relief to the many of us, who wili have from now
on valuable help in their efforts to improve the mathematical preparation offered in
European engineering schools.
as the age of

Professor F Maffioli
Department of Electronics
Polytechnic of Milan

Italy

ADDRESS - To the L991 SEFI Annual Conference in
Marseilles by the 1990-91 President of SEFI
WHY A CORE CURRICULUM IN MATHEMATICS FOR ENGINEERS?
The half-life of knowledge an engineer acquires, in undergraduate instruction, is estimated to be somewhere between five and ten years, depending on the subject, orientation, ctc. Of course, knowledge in mathematics has a much longer half-life. W",
from the community of mathematicians, want to believe that there is no exponential
decrease in the value of mathematical instruction. Unfortunately, it is not the value
that decreases exponentially, it is the mastery of mathematical skills that decays to
zero once the engineer has left school. In times like today, when the cry 'back to basics'
is heard, the need for mathematics instruction is not coutroversial due to its intrinsic
value. Controversy starts only if one has to answer questions such as:
What to teach?
How much to teach?

By whom is the teaching to be done? etc
The OECD report in 1965, Mathematical Education of Engineers, [1], dealt with this
problem a quarter of a century ago. In the meantime mathematics teaching in engineering schools has changed drastically, due mainly to the ready availability of computers,
ranging from pocket to lap top to super- computers, and also to the abundance of good
or even excellent textbooks. This is particularly true for English written texts and less
so for other languages.What has changed as well, in these past twenty-five years, is the
profile or preparation industry demands of a scientific engineer. Industry demands engineers better educated mathematically, and it demands an ever growing number of them.
We all know of the Finniston report, published in 1980, [2], with its strong emphasis on
engineering practice. Today it is felt that his report does not meet the required proflle
of the scientific engineer.
The Mathematics Working Group of SEFI started the work which resulted in this
report ten years ago, around the time of the publication of the Finniston report. It drew
on expert advice from all countries in Western Europe. Of course an ambitious project
like this could not expect to have an easy ride. There were controversies and heated
discussions right up to the last Working Group sett'inar in Balatonfüred, Hungary, in
the spring of 1991. Nevertheless it may be said that, with diplomatic skill and the power
of convictior, a consensus on the final version has been achieved. The report exists in
three languages, English, French and German, to guarantee a wide circulation. It is the
identical report in äch case. We deliberately don't stress the cultural and historical
language
difierences that are reflected in the mathematics teaching associated with these
as some
groups. The Mathematics Working Group of SEFI is proud to present its report
of
predecessor
this
famous
Jo.t ät silver jubilee of the oECD report. A comparison to
modify
twenty-five years ago shows that our core curriculum (cc) does not so much
the
0ECD
the oECD courses"as change their emphasis. In no way do we claim that
that have
findings are obsolete. W. hop" that our report reflects the major changes

occurred since 1965. Mathematics for Computation becomes Informatics or Computer
Science and is so basic a subject, not only to mathematics, that it is iargely taken out
of the CC. Algebra and Analysis are separated, and Numerical Analysis, which twentyfive years ago was üsted under Mathematics for Computation, is now an integral part
of Analysis instruction. Where this report differs from the OECD report is in Discrete
Mathematics. In the OECD report it is not mentioned. What it calis mathematics for
computation has now been replaced by Discrete Mathematics and Operations Research,
respectively.
The four components of the curriculum presented in this document are adaptations
of four different reports:
Analysis by Michael Barry

Linear Algebra by Peter Nüesch

Probabi[ty and Statistics by Lennart Räde and Romano Scozzafava
Discrete Mathematics by Nigel Steele and Robert Critchley
There is much more in these individual reports than meets the eye. Much of the material,
of these sub-reports, had to be left out in order to reduce the CC to a readable size.
Michael Barry and Nigel Steele who compiled the final version must have felt üke the
editors of a flhn. Much footage, however valuabie, needed to be thrown out in the final
cutting process. I am sure that any of the six authors mentioned would be glad to make
their report available.
The report makes no distinction between mathematics instruction in universities
and in polytechnics, this is intentional. We believe that it is not primarily a difference
in content but rather a difference in level in the various schools, although an adequate
number of course hours in some places makes it difficult to teach all we think is needed.
It is hoped that our Core Curriculum answers only the one very essential question:
what should be the content of mathematics courses for engineers? Whilst it is of the
utmost importance to educate the engineer at the end of this century, it is not the
only problem we face. There are often problems beyond the influence of an individual
instructor or even an entire mathematics department. The main one is not what to
teach or how to teach or even how much should be taught. Very often the good,
modern, extremely useful mathematics taught at the beginning of the degree is not
taken up by eogineering professors in their respective courses. Thus in the minds of
the students mathematics is used to select negatively. They want to get it over as
painlessly and as quickly as possible. Eow can we blame students for this attitude when
th.y ,eidom use in subsequent courses what they learned in their mathematics course
and when mathematics instruction is confined to the first half of the study period.
The engineering side may prefer to have mathematics courses taught by engineers to
shows
make them more motivating for students. This has to be resisted. Experience
that mathematics courses are best taught by mathematicians who are aware that their
the mathematicians have a
audience is composed of future engineers. It is even better if
should be taught
research interest in an engineering subject. In addition mathematics
whole of the
a three or four year course so that it is fully identified with the

throughout

engineering degree curriculum'

I repeat here the principles which were elaborated by the Working Group in Dublin
and Budapest and which go with this Core Curricuium.
1. Mathematics courses for engineers are best taught by mathematicians.

2. Mathematics should accompany a student from entry to

degree.

3. The use of computers is an integral part of mathematics

courses.

4. Mathematics

courses should be taught with a strong emphasis on applications and

projects.

5. Concentrated mini

courses

in mathematics should be avoided.

In the working group discussion it was concluded that a general level of L5-20% of total
course time should be devoted to the study of mathematics on all engineering degree
courses. With this scale of time understood, mathematicians can advise upon and
provide the most appropriate content of each course for specific engineering disciplines.
The Core Curriculum will help both mathematicians and engineers to do this.
Professor P E Nüesch
Department of Mathematics
Swiss Federai Institute of Technology
Lausanne
Switzerland

REFERENCES
1 MATI{EMATICAL EDUCATION OF ENGINEERS, 1965, OECD Report.
2 Engineering our Future, Report of the Committee of Inquiry into the Engineering
Profession, 1980, HMSO, Cmnd 7794.
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FOREWORD
Eagiaeering education is addressed by a number of institutions uotably SEFI (The EuroPean Society for Engiaeering Educatiou) which is a nou- governmental orga''isation.
Founded in i973, its objectives are to discuss systems of engineering education and
training throughout Europe, analyse and study problems created by the rapid developments in science aqd technology, and contribute to the development and improvement
of the education and training of the engineer by adapting them to the needs of the contemporary industrial world. It has a penu^nent eecretariat in Brussels and continues to
expand its role. M"ry of the activities of SEFI are conducted through its various working groups. One such group is the Mathematics Working Group (SEFI-MWG). Founded
in 1982 under the co-chairmauship of Professor D J G JAMES (Coventry University,
Englaad) and Professor K SPIES-(Uaiversity of Kassel, Germanl), ud succeeded in
1990 by Chairmaa Professor L RADE (Chrl"'.r, University Gothenburg, SWEDEN)
and Vice-Chairman Dr F E SIMONS (University of Eindhoven, NETEERLINDS;, tl.
aims of the SEFI-MWG are:

r

to provide a forum for the exchange of views and ideas aruong those iaterested in
engineering mathematics

r

to promote a fuller undergtauding of the role of mathcmatics in the eugineering
curriculum, and its releva,nce to industrial ueeds

o to foster cooperation in the development of courses and support material
o to recogaise aud promote the role of mathematics in the continuing education of
engineers in collaboration with industry
To fulfiI these aims and maintoin the essential interuational participation the SEFIMWG held seminars betweeo 1984 aad 1988 in difierent European countries, namely:

o lst

Semiaar - University of Kasael, Kaseel, FR Geroany, March 1g84

o 2nd Seminar - Eogineering Academy of Der,tnark, Lyngby, Det'"tark, March
o 3rd Seminar - Polytechnic of T\rrin, Italy, March

1g85

1g86

o 4th Se-inar - Qfurlrnsps University of Technologr, Gothenburg, Swedeu, Ap"il
1987

o Sth §6min31- Plymouth Polytech"ic and Royd Navral Eogineering College, Manadoa, Plymouth, England, March 1988
The earlier se"'inats concentrated heavily on exchangng .od gathering information
aod iaterpreting the SEFI-M1VG's aitns 6s looking into development sad innenation, the
impact of computers and the mathematical tool-kit of engineers. By the 4th Seminar
these had evolved into a closer def,nition of those eelf eane eirng. The usc of comput€rs, and particularly microcomputers, both in and out of the claseroom, was providing
lecturers and studeate alike with a wide variety of scrvices rangiag from ueer-friendly
11

conventional computing to computer algebra and interactive video and computer enhanced learning. The principal mathematical training of professional engineers varies
widely according to specialisation aad country but there appea$ to be a general agreement that there is a need for a Core Curriculum in mathematics for engineers and that
it should include:

o Analysis and Calculus

o

T,inear Algebra

o Discrete Mathematics
o Probability and Statistics
and that numerical methods should be integrated into the Curriculum.
Four workiag sub-groups were involved in fra'nipg each of the four main parts of the
Core Curriculum. Considerable overlap exists between these parts and institutions may
prefer a modified itemisation of the Core Curriculum elements listed. The SEFI-MWG
convened a Colloquium of the working sub-groups iu Kassel, FRG in November 1989 to
agree the detail aad emphasis of the Curriculum aad the international concensus of the
Colloquium resulted in this documeat.

12

2

INTRODUCTION

The proposal aims to justify, specify and itemise a Core Curriculum (CC) in mathematics that can be adapted for teaching mainstream students of engineering in institutions
throughout Europe. It is intended to act as a guideline and not as a definitive syliabus recognising that every institution har its own engineer formation requirement
and that certain countries such as the United Kingdom conduct three year engineering
degree courses whereas others, notably Germany, Italy and France adopt a five year
programme to train engineers to a professionally recognised level. The expectation as
general standards, dictated by economic and peripatetic factors, are progressively applied in the wider European Community (EC),.post 1992, may be that international
engineering education patterns may be under pressure to refer to a common standard
whilst maintaining their own individual character to offer overall educational variety.
With this in mind a CC has been progressively assembled over the past five years by
nearly 200 academics and engineers from eighteen countries acting under the direction
of the SEFI-MWG. The CC proposal identifies four main mathematical discipünes that
need separate consideration to meet emerging technological needs together with three
levels of hierarchical sequence, ie assumed prerequisite knowiedge, Core Curriculum,
and examples of additional Core or elective course material. It is strongly emphasised
that the Core itself represents the ABSOLUTE MINIMUM, of pure mathematics that
should be made available to engineering students in any European institution recognising that some institutions, notably those awarding degrees of greater length, will offer
a much broader Core. The proposal also addresses the engineer's requirement for the
mathematics, the influence of technology in its rrarious aspects, the educational process
and the continuing education he or she is expected to undergo. It is being co'ordinated
by the Editor, Dr M D J BARRY (RN Engineering College, Manadon, Plymouth, UK),
the Secretary and Editor, Mr N C STEELE (Coveatry University, UK) in collaboratiou
with the SEFI-MWG Chairman, Professor L RADE (Chalmers University, Gothenburg, Sweden) and the Chairmaa of SEFI, Professor P NUESCE (Ecole Polytechnique
Fed.rale, Lausaune, Switzerland). It is intended that the Core Curriculum wiil be circulated to every tertiary institution throughout Europe which is a member of SEFI.
Versions are available in ENGLISE, FRENCE and GERMAN so that the document is
fully accessible to most European engineere and their educators.
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3 THE CHANGING FACE OF MATHEMATICS
IN ENGINEERING EDUCATION
3.1 THE ROIE OF MATHEMATICS
1. Throughout history mathematics and engineering have developed hand in hand,
and from time to time it is appropriate to review the health and nature of this
relationship. The dependence of all brasches of engineering on mathematics for
their description, and the rich flow of ideas and problems from engineering which
have stimulated and sometimes initiated braaches of mathematics, provide ample
eridence of past mutual benefit. In undertaking such a review, note should be
made of the conclusions of past reviews, where relerrant. In particular, at a time of
rapid technological change, earlier analyses of the importance of an understanding

in mathematics to the practising engineer merit careful attention.

2. The O.E.C.D [1] identified a number of reasons for the importance of mathematics
as a subject for the engineering curriculum. These reasotrs can effectively be
summarised as follows:

a. Mathematics provides a training in rational fhinlriag and justifies confidence
in the value of such thinking.
b. It is the principal tool for the derivation of quantitative information about
natural systems.

c. It

is the second language of humao discourse and parallels natural language by
providing a means of commuuication for ideas, as evidenced by the contents
of technical papers.

d. It facilitates the analysis of natural phenomena.
e. It is important in assisting the engineer to generalise from experience.
f. It trainstheimaginatiosandinquisitiveuessof thestudentif properlytaught.
g. It is an education for adaptation to the future.
These reasons as general principles remain \ralid, however the arrival of the digital
computer has brought about the need for at least two further principles.

h. Mathematics provides the language for formulating a model for computer
analysis.

i. Mathematics

provides the mearrs of understanding how a computer operates
and the computing process itself, a?d the meens of asseseing the accuracy of
computer outPut.

Items b., d., and h. relate to the development of professiotral cornrnunication
and computation skills sppgopriate to an engineer. The remaining items ideatify
mathematics as central to the intellectual formation Procese of the engineer.

3. In this latter connection, the pace of change in recent times has eusured that the
technological aspects of eagineering trrining will rapidly become outdated. Thus,
15

engineers during the course of their professional lives may expect
to undergo
"ne*a
number of periods of technological updating, involving the unierstandiug
of
concepts as well as the mastery of new techniques. In some cases, the ripdating
process will involve the attendance of career courses etc., but given
an adequate
educational base, significant continuing education can take pla.e through p.rron"l
study and experiment. For this reason, those tasked to teach engineers in rrarious European countries have adopted a strategy aimed at providinl education
for
change, rather than a training for life. Notwithstand.ing the wide rrariation which
currently exists in the provision of continuing education and training prograrnmes
between different countries, it is vital to appreciate the importanc" oflflr.rr.y and
understanding in mathematics for the success of such programmes in engineering.
Without the me,ns of understanding moderu technological publications, almost
inevitably written using mathematical aotation and with arguments mathematically expressed, the intended beueficiary could be reduced to the role of a passive
observer in his developing field.

4. There is a strong desire for mutual recognition of engineering qualifications

across

national boundaries, particularly
^"rsag member states of the EC. There are a
number of difficulties to be surmounted before such mutual recognitiou will take
place, not least concerning the length of degrees ia differeat countries. There
are also obser\rable differences iu the design of such degrees, especially in the
importance attached to the mathematical and physical foundatioas of engineering.
There aPpears, at least superficialln to be a correlation between those countries
where there is a greater emphasis on the understanding of underlying concepts in
engineering, and econornic success in manufacturing.

3.2

NE\M TECHNOTOGIES

1. The development of new technology, notably computers, is doubtless the iargest
single factor that has affected the redesign of a Core Curriculum following precedents such as [1]. Computer usage is now commonplace throughout the spectrum
of engineering disciplines. Many professioual engineers c^n expect to make frequent use of software packages, aod at various times throughout their working
lives will need to specify, write, 'mend and extend computer programs. The resulting systems will often be of a highly complex uature, whose output may have
a perceivable, possibly even critical, effect on the daily lives of members of the
commuoity. A new discipliue, software engineering, has emerged and calls have
beea made for the establishment of softwase standards and a form of software
certification. With this in mind it is important that detailed consideration be
given to an appropriate form of education ia computing to prepare engineers for
the demands that will be made upor them. In particular engineere, and notably
software engineers, will need special sldlln in formal methods and the underlying
discrete mathematics in order to validate and test software. At a different level,
engineers fas6 s6itain disciplines are likely to be invoived in the design of computers, both large and small, and they too will require further specialised knowledge
of discrete mathematics and its applications.

16

2. The computer is nowadays capable of contributing to the teaching activity itself,
and valuable insight can be gained by the informed use of available software and
courseware to enhance the presentation of material. It is also true that commercially available software packages can significantly reduce the manipulative
effort, and thus the need for over-highly developed manipulative ability on the
part of the practising engineer as well as the student. Emphasis is therefore even
more strongiy placed on the need to understand concepts, rather than to develop
supreme mastery of the techniques necessary to produce sophistic;.tcd analytical solutions or designs. The arrival of the computer has required of the user a
greater competence in the higher intellectual skills, in particular, mathematical
representation, or modelling. The trade-offis'that the engineer of the 1990s has a
reduced requirement for the less interesting aod more repetitive slrills of his predecessor, for example, the hand eraluation of heat aod stress distributions. The
influence of the computer will continue to gather speed notably in the demand
for discrete system modelling and may eveu affect hitherto unaffected parts of the
curriculum. This will likely lead to a complete reappraisal of this Core Curriculum
proposal after a period of about tea years. Engineers will however still need to
understand continuous concepts so that they can intelligently assess the value of
information which is embedded within the discrete, algebraic or nurrerical output
provided by computers. To do this the underlying mathematical model must be
understood fully together with the discretisation process so that judgements based
on numerate commonsense can be made of computer output data. In particular
special skills 1s understand the scope and limitation of iocreasingly powerful computer software will be needed so that seusible interpretations are made of highly
sophisticated results.

t7

4

THE EDUCATIONAL PROCESS

4,L EDUCATIONAI OBJECTIVES
The engineer need not and possibly should not be an expert in mathematics'per se'and.
his or her education and development need to reflect the present and future demands
that will be made upon him or her. This means that there is uo need for unnecessary
mathematical rigour but special attention needs to be paid to the following abilities:

1. To interpret and be able to solve a modelled problem whose solution requires the
direct and minimal application of mathematics or statistics. To know when to
seek

expert advice.

2. To communicate effectively, both orally and in writing, the results of analytical

or statistical investigations. To understand literature that contains the direct and
minimal use ,',d applicatioa of mathematics or statistics.

3. To understand elementary mathematical models of engineeriag problems, for example, those whose analysis leads to ao initial or boundary value problem in linear
differential equations or to the analysis of data or sirnulation. To be able to interpret sensibly the solutions to such problems as generated by computer software
packages.

4. To continue professional developmeut at some future time by having the intellectual meaos of access to relerrant technical literature for both formal and informal
continuiag education.

5. To understand how a computer works and how it

processes data.

4.2 ENTRY POINTS
1. A non-homogeneous entry base to engineering degree study is becoming more
cocrmon in European institutions as students with wide rariations in earlier mathematical and scientific education come forward. At one time the onue was placed
upon the studeut himself to make good his acade'.'ic fitness to embark upon a
degree but increasingly entry points are being adjusted to meet the wider ranging but usually lower level academic qualifications btios offered by a majority of
students. In a few cases this has led to the introduction of a Foundation Year or
Yea,r Zeto of integrated education at some institutions which extends the length
of a degree of the serne standatd by one year.

2.

h

designing this CC propoaal it was recogaised that apart from student difierences
entry points to study programrnes in engineering raried considerably betweeu
countries and classes of institution. Eowever there was general agreement within
the SEFI-MWG as to the demarcation criteria between mathematical topics that
are believed to be at degree level aud those which constitute prerequisite study. All
such topics are itemised in the CC contenta as a guide to institutions in quantifying
the length of study progremrnes, recognising that the inclusion of prerequisite
material withh the degree must extend that Progremrne'
19

4.3

METHODS OF TEACHING

1. Mathematics

orthodoxy and the ability to concatenate
information per symbol string. Students will always
be required in some measure to unpackage such informatioa. For this reason it
is expected that the traditional methods of human interaction between student
and teacher, namely lecture, tutorial and example class will be required into the
foreseeable future especially to support the major technological developments that
are likely in the next. ten to twenty years. It is also expected that such methods
will be needed at every educational level in that human advice and direction can
both provide motivation and specifically target student problems without resort
to a time- wasting circuitous help search that machine intelligence might afford.
However the 1990s seem very likely to establish mathematics as a laboratory
subject in that part of the teacher's role will be to assist in the intelligent extraction
of information from computer output in its various forms.
possesses a hierarchy and

a large arnount of intellectual

2. Computer and video enhancemeat of lectures aod tutorials is always

welcome
if properly integrated in measured a'nounts and made directly relevant to the
topic in question. Such enhancement has been buüt into teaching, often in setpiece format since the 1950a, but plau''i''g, logistics and cost are irs formidable
problems as ever. This makes such ventures highly degirable'but very difficult
without resources of all kinds, particularly staff time, and due accouat of this will
always need to be taken.

4.4

THE TEACHER

1. Mathematics as taught to engineers needs to stand alone to maintain cohesion and
to reinforce the notions of wheu and where to go to seek deeper understaading
and expert advice. Engineers must withio reasonable limitation be able to think
in mathematical terms withiu the kernel of an engineering model. They should
have competent motiyated teachers, working in the field of mathematics and its
applications, preferably with an associated research interest. This would ensure
that the engineering mathematics taught would be open to expertise, innorration
and development. If the teaching is based in a dedicated mathematics or statistics
department, a', envirooment should be created to encourage the ProPer use of
human resources. Where engineering mathematics teaching is provided by user
engineeriug departments, there may be a risk of omiesion of geueral principles,
nulatory duplication of others, inexpert and old-fashioned uEage' and an emphasis
on rapidly ageing training methods of approach at the expeasc of time-ProYen
principles of education. Thesc features are most lihdy to occur in the face of
dimiaishing resources.

4.5

MODELLING AND ENGINEERING APPTICATIONS

1. T.here is a cornerstone requirement for engiaeers to model and to be able to solve
modelled problems. Most writerg agrec that mathematicd modelling ia perhaps
the most coastricted psychological bottleneck in the entire mathematical learaing
20

process and that the debate upon how to teach it is likely to continue and may
never be resolved. Opinions among educators not surprisingly are deeply divided
between those who favour a top-down approach followed by skill learning to those
who feel that slrills are paramount and that the teaching of modelling is both
vague and wasteful. Such diverse opinions have been voiced on a number of
occasions, but the SEFI-MWG believes that students should ideally possess a
prior knowledge that fully equals or exceeds the mathematical requirements to
solve a modelled problem. Failure to meet these requirements could frustrate and
severely demotivate students and would thus be counter-productive. Having said
this however it is most important to give a clear brief to those who are to teach
modelling, irrespective of the educational stage.

) By way of being a little more specific, an engineering or scientific application is
useful at lower levels though trivial applications probably distract weaker students
and are best avoided. At higher levels, eg soiving systems of ordinary differential
equations, a large amount of scope is open in engiaeering and should be exploited
in the form of demonstrated models. The methods of approach to such problems will inevitably inculcate 6qdglling slrills into students. In statistics however
meaniugful applications are available at the lowest level and should be exploited.
3.

Maoy forms of modelling are essential to engineer formation and an enhancement
to the educative process could be the inclusion of a specific study of mathematical
modelling techniques. Experience has shown that a successful way of teaching
mathematical modelling is to have equal input from both mathematicians and
engineers.

4.6 ALLOTTED TEACHING TIME
1. It is well recognised that mathematics teaching possesses no easily etched immediate pay-off and when taught to users, such as engiueers, is always under pressure
of time. This pattern seeurs to be true to rrarying degrees in all the participating
SEFI countries and many of the institutions. The pressure seriously cooötions
what is taught and is most acutely felt in areas where time requirements are diffuse, eg laboratory work and modelling, aud in later stages of the curriculum if the
mathematical requirements on entry, ie entry poiats, are low. Course designers
need to take special care, even making provision for load sfusdding aad ranking
topics into a priority, should they be forced to make reductions. The density of
information presents a lower limit on all occasions and the hierarchical nature of
the subject requirea careful sequencing at tirneg, making it difficult to quantify
the penalties of poetponement or cancellatioa of curriculum topice.

2. Noting that there is an in-built coet to education the pay-off often comes later
in life with sound concepts revisited when an adaptation to new technologr is
required. As an example, many of the electrical eagineers trained in Europe in

the 1g50s and 1g60s found themselves mathematically fully prepared to cope with
the knowledge which underlies diSital technology'
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3. Recommendations

as

to teaching time are given in the commentary upon the Core

Curriculum.

4.7

LANGUAGE

Most engineers in the SEFI countries, at least at the lower levels, are taught in their
own language, or in a major adjacent continental European ianguage such as German
or French. English features increasingly further up the degree, particularly in literature
and alt 'ost exclusively in computer applications. The trend towards the increasing
use of English seems likely to continue as technology expands and the recent decisions
of the East European countries to supplant English for Russian as their first foreign
language, notwithstanding the scientific German of pre-war times, may bring about
the international adoption of English much more widely post 1992. Nonetheless the
presentation of English, French and German versions of this document is aimed at
providing maximum accessibility to professional engineers and their educators alike.

4.8 CONTINUING EDUCATION
1. Engineers, like other professionalE,

Eo through mary progrernrnes of formal or informal coatinuing educatioa in order to keep abreast of developments in their field.
This has been the practice in the past, and the signs are that even greater.demands will be made of future endneering graduates in this respect. pos slamplel
advances in control theory and reliability engineering are presenting new intellectual challenges, and an informed approach to experimental design has become an
important skill 1o. engineers involved in the validation and testing of products or
Processes.

2. The CC is designed so that a courmon basic education in mathematics cau be
standardised and assured so that a geauine foundation can be laid, which will
both enable the graduate to underst^r'd current technology ard techniques, and
facilitate the future process of continuing education. It is iatended that an engineer whose study is based upon this CC can take career courses later in life, such
as the European Advanced Short Course Progr.rntne which SEFI co-spoosors,
which themselves can be designed with common mathematical standards in mind.
Much time and expenEe is nowadays being incurred in running engineering career
courses which make good shortfalls in mathematical education as well as underfaking the necessary revision of mathematical topics. Mature students find new
mathematical learaing particularly difficult and can be deterred from lrking career courEes which possess such a content. The hope is that the common European
staodards offered by the CC will in the longer term facilitate movement, motirate
mature studeuts iale 36llaining without fear, increase acce§B to career courses aad
possibly reduce the length of such courses. AU this should make for much greater
econornic efficiency and effectiveneEE in the industrial community.
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5 THE CORE CURRICI]LUM: PERSPECTIVE
AND COMMENTARY

5.1

PERSPECTIVE

The SEFI-MWG was formed in 1982 to address the changing role of mathematics ia
engineering education. Seminars were held in each of the years 1984-8 to investigate development and innovation, the impact of comput€rs, and to exarnine the mathematical
toolkit of engineers. The proceedings are published ia [2] to [7]. The use of computers,
and particuiarly t.icro- computers, both in and out of the classrooEr was providing lecturers and students alike with a wide rrariety of services ranging from user-fiendly conventional computation to computer algebra, interactive video and computer enhanced
learning. The seminars concluded that the portfolio of engineering mathematics has
widened so much in the twenty years since [1] was published, that the following areas
of mathematics and their applications needed to be separately addressed:

o Analysis and Calculus
o Linear Algebra
o Discrete Mathematics
o Probability and Statistics
and that numerical methods should be integrated into the Curriculum.
Sub-Workiag Groups were set up to s;:mins each of these four areas and documents
were prepared amid much international liaison and dialogue, to be agreed at the SEFIMWG Colloquium in Kassel, FRG in November 1989 at which niae European Countries
were represented. The present CC proposal has emerged directly from these agreements
and follow-up discussions, and is aimed at the engineer of the 1990s aad his or her
education for change in a world of emerging technology.

5.2 COMMENTARY
1. Of ail the CC subjects Discrete Mathematics is the one which possesses the most
distinct and exclusive hierarchy. Coupled with its enormous surge in importance
in recent time and its central role in software engineering, it clearly deserves
independent consideration.

2. A sirnilar view caa be taken of Linear Algebra, even though its associations with
older clasgical mathematics are stronger, in that software packages to solve linear
engiaeering and phyeically based problems have evolved in the forefront of all
software development. This has led to a much wider use of sophiaticated linear
algebraic terminology across the entire spectrum of eugineering litetature.

for Probability aod Statistics can also be argued partly on the grounds
of increased software arailability but this aloqe is insuftcient to justify a separate
Curriculum. The eugineer does however need to understand the 6srnif'g of system or product reliability, simulation usage and the essential difference between

3. The

case
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theoretical models whose solution is totally deterministic vis-vis practical problems or observational results in which random effects occur. Recogaising too that
decisiou makiag in engineering management rests all too often upon statistical
data analysis and its off-shoots such a,s sr"'pling arld hypothesis testing it seems
that a separate statistical education is needed.

4' Numerical methods

are much more accessible at an earlier stage of study thaa
they were only a very few years ago, and in view of their ultimate relevance to
solving all complex engineering problems there is everything to be gained from
their inciusion withiu the Curriculum. As such methods are now working tools
mary teachers believe that they should be fully integrated within the CC as well.

5. Discrete Mathematics, Linear Algebra and Probability and Statistics ali have the
advantage that they can be started from first principles by aoy engineering student at the outset of a degree. In each of these a hierarchical sequence needs to be
followed throughout the Curriculum though there is some scope for diversity. The
overall quantity of material, not exceeding 40 to 60 hours of study time in each of
the three subjects, should not present major timetabling or interfacing problems
with other subjects, mathematical or otherwise. Each of the three ca'' be considered as a Core Curriculum elemeut itself with an advanced Elective Course option
for certain specialisations of eugineer.

6. The Analysis and Calculus element ia erpected to cover about half of the Core
Curriculum, ie about 120 to 140 houre of etudy time. Prior kaowledge at the outset
of the degree is essential and reats upou moet of the student's entire knowledge of
pure mathematics. It is therefore trecessary to define minimum pre-requisite study
in pure mathematics below degree level, or Core LevelZeto. The Core Curriculum
itself has a steep hierarchy which necessitates careful sequencing and integration
with all other study. A questionnaire designed following the 5th SEFI- MWG
Se"'inar, [8], was circulated to all the delegates, together with certain recipients
in the USA, Australia and Eastern Europe, ud this ideotified two hierarchical
stages to the Core Curriculum in Analysis and Calculus, since designated Core
Level One and Core Level Two. Eowever these have been combised into a single
CC to maintain coasistency with the other three curricula and to allow institutions
to decide their own hierarchical levels. It is also highlighted what should constitute
the Elective Course topics though no list of elective topics can be exhaustive.

7. The recomrnended Core Curriculum ot220 to 320 hours of mathematics represents
an ABSOLUTE MINIMUM of study airn6d at encompassing the basic mathematical needs of engineeriog undergraduate students at all Europeau institutioos. This
time includes only the co"'"'on Core Curriculum 6.2 and does not allow for any
elective course material or even pre-requiaite study. Certain iostitutions, notably
those with a longer study progtarnrne, or those with a strong mathematical engineering tradition will offer and will continue to offer a much slore substantial
Core. Such diversity can only enrich the educational opportunities which are built
upon this minirnum fratttework.
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6

THE CORE CURRICULUM: CONTENT
6.1 ASSUMED PREREQUISITE KNOWTEDGE:

CORE

LEVEL ZERO
The proposed Core Curriculum will assume a previous education in mathematics with
students having a sound understanding of arithmetic, classical algebra, geometry, trigonometry and elementary differential and integral calculus. Students without this previous knowledge should follow a foundation course prior to embarking on the core study
progrartme. It does not assume any prior knowledge of Discrete Mathematics, Linear Algebra or Probability and Statistics. Specifically the prerequisite knowledge in
mathematics assumed, includes the following:

1.1 Real Numbers and Algebra
1.1.1 Basic rules of arithmetic applied to the manipulation of real numbers.
1.1.2 Indices, logarithms, rational powers and real roots.
1.1.3 Manipulation of algebraic expressions including completion of the square and
partial fractions.
1.1.4 Graphs of elementary functions including simple polynomial and ratiotral
functions. Roots of equations.
1.1.5 Solutions of systems of linear algebraic equations.
1.1.6 Graphical aod algebraic treatment of inequalities.
1.1.7 Logarithmic and exponential functions aad their graphs.
1.1.8 The binomial theorem with integer expoaent.

1.2 Trigonometry

i.2.1 Trigonometric functions, angular Eleasule, graphs aad identities.
1.2.2 Application to right-angled triangles.
1.2.3 Sine and cosine rules.

1.2.4 Solution of simple trigoaometric equations.

1.3 Geometry
1.8.1 Euclidean geometry of the triangle, simple polygons, the circle aud elemen-

tary solids.
1.3.2 Geometry of the straight line.
1.3.3 The circle in Cartesiao coordinates'
1.3.4 The conic sections, ie ellipse, parabola and hyperbola in canonical fotm, and
their para'netric representation.

1.4 Differential Calculus of One Variable
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1.4.1 Concept of the derivative and its interpretation as a rate of change and slope
of curve.
1.4.2 Derivatives of standard functions, polynomial, exponential, logarithmic and
trigonometric.
1.4.3 Rules of differeatiation - product, quotient and functios of functiou.
1.4.4 Elementary treatment of maximum, miainrm and points of inflexioa.

1.5 Integral Calculus of One Variable
1.5.1 The concept of integration as the

liqit

of a sum.

1.5.2 Integration as the reverse process of differentiation.
1.5.3 The iutegrals of standard functions.

6.2 COMMON

CORE CURRICULUM

This material is to be core requiremeot for all engineering undergraduate course§. Topics
are itemised under the headings of Analysis and Calculus, Linear Algebra, Discrete
Mathematics and Probability aad Statistics. Certaiu topics can possibly be included
under Elore than one headiug and inetitutioos may prefer an alternative definitioo to the
one given here, e.g. the method of least squareE could be iacluded uuder 2.2.2 (Matrix
Algebra) rather than 2.4.9 (Statistics Miscellaneous).

1. Core Curriculum in Analysis and Calculus
2.1.1 Sequences and Series: Mathematical induction, sums of fiaite series, simple power series, convergence, divergence and simple test criteria applied to
infinite series.
2.1.2 Functious: Concept of fuuction, mapping notations, inverse fuactions, graphical representation. Graphs of. f (a * o), f (aa) etc. Exponential, trigonometric and hyperbolic fusctions irqluäing inverses. Roots of equations including
:
simple numerical methods (eg bisection and fixed point iteration for o g(c)
form).
2.1.3 Complex Numbers: Algebraic and geometric foundation, de Moivre's theorem, roote of equationE, expotrential form, relationships betweeu trigooometric and hyperbolic functions. Introduction to functions of a complex rariable,
loci problems.
2.1.4 Vector Algebra: Vector and scalar quaotities, vector uotation and arithmetic,
dotandcrossproducts,equationsoflinesaDdplaaes.
con2.1.5 Difierential Calculus: Review of definition and rules of differentiation,
higher
cepts of continuity and smoothness, deriv:atives of inverse functions,
iteration.
by
equations
of
derinatives, Newton's method, numerical solution
behaviour
Taylor and Maclaurin expansiona, approximations and asymptotic
offunctions,elemeotarynumedcalinterpolation.
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2.1.6 Integrai Calculus: Definition of the integral as the limit of a sum, numerical
integration. Fundamental theorem of calculus, indefiaite integration as the
reverse of difierentiation, standard techniques of integration. Engineering
applications of integration. Improper integrais, estimation, cotrvergence and
divergence.

2.1.7 Ordinary Differential Equations (O.D.E's): Differential equations in engineering modelling, first order difrerential equations and the role of bounda.-y/initial conditious, numerical solutions, analytic solutions in standard
cases. Classification of O.D.E.'s, order, degree, linear, coastant coefficient,
time invarientr non-constaat coefficient, superposition, non-linear equations.
Solution of second order linear constant coefficient O.D.E.'s, forced and unforced systems, transient and steady state responses, frequency response and
resonance, 2x2 matrix representation and extension of numerical techniques.
2.1.8 Calculus of Several Variables: Pictorial representation of functions of two
variables, partial derirratives and their geometric interpretation, Taylor series,
rtrElr, rnia, and saddle points, generalisation to functions of more thaa two
variables. Differentials, total derirratives and change of rrariables. Linear
least squares fit for a set of data points. Multiple integrals, change of order
aad change of variable. Vector calculus, vector operators, lioe and surface
integrals, integral theorems.
2.1.9 Fourier Series: Periodic functious, even and odd functions. Fourier expensions with a description of convergeoce.

2.2 Corc Curriculum in Linear Algebra
2.2.1 Litear Spaces and Transformatious: Spaces,linear independence, bases. Subspaces. Scalar product, measure and Euclideiul norm. Linear transformation,
image space, null space. Matrix representation, change of basis. Orthogonal
transformations.
2.2.2 Matnx Algebra and Linear Equations: Matrix representation of linear equations, solution of linear equations, by elimiuation methods. Matrix algebra
including inversion and concept of ranlr. Determinants, properties, operations. Decomposition methods. Consistencl md uniqueness of solution.
Ill-conditioned systems. Use of software packages.
2.2.3 The Eigenv:alue Probiem: Engineering origins of eigenvalue problems. Algebraic methods for determining eigenvaluee and eigenvectors. Numerical
approach to evaluation, power method. Rcduction of a matrix to diagonal
and Jordan form. Symmetric matrices and quadratic forms. Use of software
packages.

2.3 Core Curriculum in Discrete Mathematics
2.3.1 Mathematical Logic: Propoaitiono' corurectives, AND' OR' IMPLICA'
TION, NEGATION, and truth-tablcE. Rules of inferencc, quantifiers,
elementary concepts of proof and prograrn correctness. Boolean algebra, introductory definition aad relation to logic'
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2.3.2 Sets and Functions: Sets, subsets and an introduction to cardinality. Operations on sets, laws of set theory (relation to Boolean algebra, switching
and logic circuits). Definition of a ianguage (no grammar), production rules.
Definition of a function, domain, co-domain and range. Partia.l functions.
Recursive definition of functions, n ! as an example.
2.3.3 Number Systems: Peano axioms and the natural numbers, the integers. Binary and hexadecimal sysiems, introduction to modular arithmetic. Computer arithmetic, rational and rea.l numbers. Introduction to the concept of
computability. Induction.

2.3.4 Recursion: Difference equations and their solution.
2.3.5 Relations and Finite State Machines: Finite state machines and the computing process. Definition of a relation, equivalent states of a finite-state
machine.

2.3.6 Atgorithms: Concept of proof of an algorithm. Examples using logic and
induction. Ideas of complexity sorting and searching aigorithms as examples.
Recursive aigorithms.

2.4 The Core Curriculum in Probability and Statistics
2.4.1 Coll,ection of Data: Randomness and uncertainty. Graphical presentation
of data. Numerical description of data (mean, standard deviation, median,
quartile etc) EDA, box plots, stem and leaf diagrr''',s. Relative frequency
and its statistical features.
2.4.2 Probability: Probabfity as a 'degree of belief'. Two particular methods for
its evaluation: frequentist and combinatorial.
2.4.3 Combinatorics: Enumeration, permutations and combinations, number of
subsets, multiplication principle.
2.4.4 Basic Laws of Probability: P(A or B), P(A and B), P(,AgivenB). Bayes
Theorem. Conditional probability as an inferential tool in statistics. Prior
and posterior probabilities.
2.4.5 One-Dimensional Random Variables (probability distributions): Empirical
and theoretical distributions. Basic distributions (for example, binomial,
Poisson, Hypergeometric, exponential, Normal, Weibull, Gamma), and their
use in the probabilistic modelling of engineering situations.
2.4.6 Two-Dimensional Random Variables (probability distributions): Conditional
d.isiributions, independence, Iinear combinations of random variables, correIation and regression. Extension to n dimensions. Weak form of the law of
large numbers and the Central Limit Theorem'
2.4.7 Simulation: Random numbers and random number generators, the simulation of probability distributions'
2.4.8 Statistical Infrerence, Classical or Bayesian treatment as preferred.
Classical treatment: Point estimation of parameters. I]nbiased estimator,
consistent estimator and the maximum likelihood method. Unbiased estimation of expectation and variance. Distribution-free methods, confidence
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interval for the median. Estimating pararnsfsrs of specific distributions (exponential, Normal, Poisson, etc) and the intensity of a Poisson process. Confidence intervals for the mean and rariance, and for the palarneters of the
distributions above.
Bayesian treatment: The par"-eters of a distribution as a random variable.
Prior and posterior distributions of the parameter. The posterior distribution
as a tool for estimating parar.'eters and for hypothesis testing. Estimating
parameters of specific distributions (exponential, Normal, Poisson, etc) and
the intensity of a Poisson process. Bayesian confidence intervals for the mearl
aad variance and for the paremeters of the distributions above.
2.4.9 Miscellrneous: Linear regression. Use oi linear regressioa techniques. IJse
of probabiJity paper. Basic ideas of statistical quality control, experimental
design, queueing theory and reliability.

6.3 ADDITIONAL CORE MATERIAL: ETECTM
COURSES
This material wilt be core requirement for particular engineerint undergraduate courses.
The topic list is indicative and NOT A COMPLETE LIST. Ag"io there is considerable
overlap between the main topic areas which is partly overcome by grouping analysis
and calculus together with linear algebra. Some institutions rnay prefer topics under
different headings, e.g. 3.2.1 Algebraic Structure.

3.1 Calculus and Linear Algebra
3.1.1 Linear Algebra: Further numerical methods. Linear algebraic equations inciuding iterative methods. Eigeovzlue problem (eg Jacobi's method, Eouseholder's method, LR and QR methods).
3.1.2 Ordinary Differential Equations: F\rrther numerical methods for solution.
Predictor-corrector methods, Runge-Kutta methods. Boundary ralue problems.

3.1.3 Laplace Transfor*: Definition of transforms of standard functions, inverses,
shift theorems. Application to solution of or.linary differential equations. Impulse and step resporse. Response of linear systems in terms of couvolution.
Transfer functions, poles and zeros' stability. Flequeucy resPonse.

3.L.4 Z-T-tansforms: Sampled functions, definitions of. Z-hansforms, basic properties aud shift theorems. Solution of diference equations. Filter design.
3.1.5 Fourier Analysis: Uniform convergence of Fourier series, Gibb's phenomena.
Parseval's Theorem aad power spectra. Exponential form of Fourier series.
Other orthogonal eeries expansions (eg Legendre, Bessel, Walsh). Fourier
transforms, basic properties iocluding symmetry. Discrete Fourier transforms. Use of FFT algorilhrn. Fhequency response fot discrete time systems,
aliasing.

3.1.6 Calculus of Several Variablee: Qoashrined and uncoastrained optirnisation.
Vector calculus, analyeis of curves aod surfaces'
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3.1.7 Complex Variable: Function of a compiex variable. Cauchy-Riernann conditions, mappings. Series expansion and contour integration.
3.1.8 Partial Differentiai Equations: Partial differential equations in engineering
modelling. Classification of second order equations and the role of initial
and boundary conditions. Method of characteristics. D'Alembert solution.
Separation of variables and Fourier series solution. Numerical solution using
finite differences aad finite elements.

3'1.9 Matrix Analysis: Functions of a square matrix, Cayley-Hatnilton theorem.
State space representation of linear systems. Solution of :i : Ax * Bu and
x(,t + 1) : Ax(ß) + Bu(f ;.
3.1.10 Functioaal Analysis: Metric spaces. Normed linear spaces and inner product.
Hilbert space. L2 spaces and integrals. Orthogonality and Completeness.

3.2 Discrete Mathematics
3.2.1 Algebraic Structure: Sets with operations, se'nigroups and groups, homomorphisms and isomorphisms, quotient structures, modular arithmetic.
3.2.2 Finite Rings and Fields: Rings, polynomial rings and irreducible polynomials,
field constructions, discrete Fourier Transform

3.2.3 Combinatorics aad Graph Theory: Counting techniques, the product rule,
inclusion - exclusiou, generating fuoctioos, Polya's enumeration. Graphs,
directed and undirected, trees. Existence problems, pigeonhole principle,
experimental design, existence problem for gtaphs. Opti'nisatiou problems,
matching and coveriug, flows in network, decision trees, spanniug trees.
3.2.4 Lattices and Boolean Algebras: Partial orders and lattices, Boolean algebra
and Boolean functions, minimisation of Boolean functions.

3.3 Probability and Statistics
3.3.1 Stochastic Procesees: Markov chaias, traasition matrices, stationarity. Chapmln - Kol-ogorov equation, absorption.
3.3.2 Statistical Quality Control: Shewhart charts for process control. Mean, rarge
aud other charts. Cusum procedures. Taguchi methods. Evolutioaary operation procedures.
3.3.3 Reliability: Failurc rates, hazard aad reliability functions. Mean time between failures (MTBF). Weibull and Gumbcl distributions. Estimation.
3.3.4 Experimental Design: One aad two way designs. Fixed aud random efiects.
2n and 3n designs. Randomised blocks and Latin Squares.
8.8.5 Queueing Theory and Discrete Simulation: Siagle and multiple eerver queues'
Mlull,Mlulo',MlGll, M/G/n. Properties of queueing systems' Application of simulatioa to complcx queueing systems'
3.3.6 Filtering and Control: (alrn41filters, linear filtere, feedback loope, smoothing. communication systema, aoiee filtration, white noise.
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3.3.7 Markov Processes and Renewal Theory: Markov processes, stationarity, spectral density fuaction. Correlogram. The birth-death process, simple renewal models, immigration-emigration, parameter estimation, repair times
aad breakdown.
3.3.8 Statistical Inference: Eypothesis testing, power and size, Typ.
II errors. Likelihood ratio test, generalised likelihood ratio.

I and Type

3.3.9 Multivariate Analysis: Cluster analysis, discriminaot aaalysis, principal component anaiysis, factor aaalysis. Iatroduction to multivariate analysis of
variance.
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7

CONCLUSIONS AND BENEFITS

European institutions are strongly urged to adopt the Core Curriculum proposal in
educating professional eugineers for change in the 1990s. The proposal has been kept
circumspect amid international consensus so that each institution and its host nation can
exercise flexibility in its implementatioa. If this CC proves successful further curricula in
other engineering subjects should follow. The SEFI-MWG believes that many benefits
will ensue if the CC takes hold not least of which is wider European integration in the
respects covered. Briefly expressed the benefits are believed to be as follows:

1. There is sound econo'.,ic

sense

in having a cominon staudard in engineering edu-

cation.

2. wider educational benefits ensue in having a common standard.

3. Professional development of mature engineers via Career Courses or

seU-study
can be made Elore accessible, more attractive, and by standardising format, more
effective and economically efficient.

4. Movements and traasfer of engineers and their slrills

rill

be facilitated on both

national and international bases.

5. International recogaitioa of engineering qu:liffcations will be facilitated.
6. The general image and integrity of the eugineering professions will be enhauced.
7. The professional intellectualism of eugineering will be better recognised.
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